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google maps is the worlds most trusted navigation app for
cars, riders, and pedestrians. it features full access to turn-
by-turn directions, walking and driving guides, offline
routing, and more. maps uses the fastest available internet
connection to get you there. maps can now snap a 360 view
for your phone and get it onto a google map. snap a 360
view of a place using a camera, photo sphere or even your
sensors (like a compass) and get a detailed view of your
surroundings. this way you can map the biggest and
smallest details. around the world, you can now build a 3d
map of your own location, drawing it in using your camera.
get directions in over 200 countries with google maps. it's
easy and it works offline. no need to sign in, no data
charges. you can even save favorite places or contact other
users and google will route you automatically. you can
always have your route planned out in advance, or you can
rely on maps to get you there using your route to save
time. google maps navigation for cars can now access
alternative routes when a planned detour on your journey is
not available, because getting traffic updates is now easier
than ever before. gps will now be activated when you select
the car icon on the navigation screen. this feature is
supported in the usa, uk, italy and spain. you can now track
your location with the google maps app. from home or in
transit, your phone can now tell you when youve arrived
and which way to turn to get to your destination. and if you
need to know how far away your next destination is, you
can see it on a map.
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common starting point for google maps mashups, but for
countless more-entrepreneurial folks, street view makes a

better first impression. street view allows you to see what it
looks like from the places where you (and your customers)

usually go. while maps premium gives you amazing satellite
imagery of the world, without street view your customers
might wonder where they're going. open up google maps
and let the world see the interiors of your business before
you open. if customers want to see what your stores look

like inside, you'll get an ad out of it! google maps for
android is the fastest way to get around, no matter where
you are. don't waste time, get going today: maps is the

default navigation app for android. use just a few taps to
zoom and navigate anywhere you want, no matter how big
or small. for android users, the maps app is the right way to

go. no one has better maps. google maps is available for
android as a free, ad-supported app and as a $9.99, no-ad
premium app. download the free app to see what’s nearby,

use google to look up addresses, and get to your
destination the way you’ve been doing things since the
invention of the wheel: with your finger. the free app

delivers access to all your android phone's built-in
directions and mapping features, including turn-by-turn

navigation that lets you drive, walk, or take public
transportation to your destination. ads that appear in the
free app are unobtrusive and don't slow performance, so
you can enjoy the full-featured experience without having
to worry about them cluttering your screen. in addition to
google maps in the default android app, google maps can
be installed in android wear, android tv, google maps for

ios, the google play books app, and other places where you
can tap your wrist to drive, navigate on-the-go, or do some

serious exploring with your phone. 5ec8ef588b
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